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1. INTRODUCTION 
In th i spaper ,  weshal lcons idertwosystemsofd i f ferenceequat ions .  Thef i r t i son I (CZ) ,  
gCI 
k• I ,  l< i<n.  (1.1) 
The second is on Z, 
ui(k) = ~ gi(k, g)fi(g, ~/, l (e) ,  ~,2(e) ,  - - .  , un(e) ) ,  
gEE 
k•Z,  1 < i<n.  (1.2) 
Throughout we shall denote u = (U l ,U2 , . . .  ,Urt). Let 0 • {1 , -1}  be fixed. We say that u is a 
solution of constant sign of (1.1) if for each 1 < i < n, we have Ou~(k) > 0, for k ¢ I. Let co he 
a positive integer and suppose I contains at least one discrete interval with co points, which we 
denote by I~. A solution u of (1.1) is said to be co-periodic if ui is co-periodic for each 1 < i < n. 
More precisely, we mean u • (d~(I))  '~ = m~(I) × A~(I)  × . . .  × A~(I)  (n times), where 
A,~(I) = (y E BC(I) l y(k) = y(k+co), for 311 k, such that k +co ¢ I} 
and BC(I) is the space of bounded and continuous functions on I (discrete topology) with values 
in ]R. Of course since I is a discrete space then any mapping from I to ]R is continuous. Clearly, 
for y ¢ A~o(I), the norm of y is given by 
[y[~ = sup  ]y (k ) [  = max [y (k ) [ .  
kE I  kEI~ 
The norm of y = (Y l ,Y2 , . . .  ,Yn) E (Aoo(I)) ~ then is given by 
l<i<n 
For I, an infinite subset of Z, we say a solution of (1.1) is almost periodic if ui is almost periodic 
for each 1 < i < n. To be exact, we mean u E (AP(I)) '~ where AP( / )  is the space of continuous 
almost periodic functions on I with values in IR. A function is said to be almost periodic (in the 
Bohr sense) if for any e > 0, there exists an integer t@) > 0 such that any discrete subinterval 
of I with l(e) points contains an integer , such that 
Im(k q- T) -- x(k)] < e, for all k, such that k q- r E I. 
Almost periodic functions are bounded (the argument is as in [1, p. 283]). For y e AP(I) ,  the 
norm of y is given by 
]Y]o = sup ]y(k)]. 
k•Z 
The norm of y = (y,, Y2,...,  Y~) e (AP(I)) n is then given by 
ly[o = max lyilo. 
l< i<n 
It is clear that A~o(I) c AP(I) .  
The definitions of periodic as well as almost periodic solutions of (1.2) are similar to those 
of (1.1), with I replaced by Z. A constant-sign solution u of (1.2) is such that for each 1 < i < n, 
Oiui(k) ~_ 0, for k e Z, where 0i c (1 , -1}  is fixed. 
Much work has been carried out on the existence of positive solutions of the difference quations 
(1.1),(1.2) and its continuous analog when n = 1. The reader is referred to [2-61. The general- 
ization to systems of difference quations and the existence of constant-sign solutions have been 
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presented in the papers [7-10]. In these papers, the authors have tackled the existence of multiple 
solutions, the existence of three solutions, the eigenvalue problems, as well as the semipositone 
and singular problems. To contribute further to the l iterature, our current work investigates the 
existence of constant-sign periodic and almost per~iodic solutions of systems (1.1) and (1.2). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state some well known results in the 
l iterature which will be used to obtain the main theorems. Existence results for (1.1) and (1.2) 
are developed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. We also include examples to i l lustrate the 
importance of the results obtained. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
The following existence principle is the main tool used for (1.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [11, Theorem 4.2.1].) Let E1 and E2 be normed spaces with norms II.[IE, 
and il-II~, respectively. Suppose that 
F : E1 -~ E2 is a bounded and continuous operator (2.1) 
and 
H : t3.) ---+ E1 is a continuous and completely continuous operator. (2.2) 
Also, suppose there exists a constant M > O, independent of A, with IMIEI ¢ M, for any solution 
y E E1 of 
y = ~Hfy ,  
for each A C (0, 1). Then, the operator equation y = HFy  has a solution y C El.  
DEFINITION 2.1. We say (E2,E1) is admissible with respect o H i f  (2.2) is satisfied. 
The following result is a compactness criteria for the space AP( I )  which follows immediately 
from the argument in [12, p. 143] 
THEOREM 2.2. The set D C_ AP( I )  is relatively compact if and only if the following properties 
hold, 
(a) for any k E I, the set of values of functions from D is relatively compact in R; 
(b) D is equi-almost periodic. 
The next three theorems are fixed point theorems. They are used to tackle (1.2). Theorem 2.3 
is usually called Krasnosel'skii's fixed-point heorem in a cone, Theorem 2.4 is known as the 
Leray-Schauder alternative, and Theorem 2.5 is from Leggett and Wil l iams [13]. 
THEOREM 2.3. (See [14].) Let B = (g,  II' lid be a Sanach space, and let C c B be a cone in B. 
Assume f~1,f12 are open bounded subsets o rb  with 0 C f~t, ~1 c ~2, and let 
S : C n (g~2\rh) -~ C 
be a continuous and completely continuous operator such that, either 
(b) IIS~II _> i1~11, ~ c C n 0~1, and IIS~II -< I1~11, ~ c C n a~.  
Then, S has a fixed point in C A (~2\~1).  
THEOREM 2.4. (See [6].) Let B be a Banach space with E C B closed and convex. Assume U 
is a relatively open subset of E with 0 E U and S : 0 --+ E is a continuous and compact map. 
Then, either 
(@ S has a fixed point in ~7, or 
(b) there exists u E OU and A E (0, 1) such that u = ASu. 
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THEOREM 2.5. (See [13].) Let B = (B, I1 II) b~ a Ban~ch space, C C B a cone in B, r 1 > O, 
r2 > O, r 1 =/: r2, with R = max{r1, r2} and r = min{r l ,  r2}. Define 
o,, -- {~ • c I II,-,1[ _< ~} 
and 
C(uo) = {u • C I there exists A > 0 such that u _> Auo} 
= {u • C [ there exists A > 0 such that u -  Auo • C}. 
Let S : CR --~ C be a continuous and compact map such that 
(a) there exists u0 • C\{0} with Su ~ u (equivalently u - Su ~ C) for u • OC~ C3 C(uo), and 
(b) IlS~l[ <_ II~ll ~o~ ~ • o0~1. 
Then, S has at least one fixed point u • C with r < [lull < R. 
3. RESULTS FOR (1.1) V IA  ADMISS IB IL ITY  
Existence results for a constant-sign periodic or almost periodic solution of system (1.1) are 
presented in this section. These results will be developed via the existence principle Theorem 2.1 
which concerns admissibil ity of appropriate E1 and E2. 
Throughout this section, when discussing the normed space AP( I ) ,  we assume that I is an 
infinite subset of Z, and when considering A~(I ) ,  we assume that co is a positive integer and 
I (C_ Z) contains at least one discrete interval with co points, which we denote by I~. Define 
and 
where 
Fu  (k) = f (k, u (k)),  k • [, 
Hx(k)  = (H~x(k) ,H2x(k )  . . . ,H ,~x(k ) ) ,  k E I, 
H~x(k)=~g~(k,e)x(e) kE I ,  l< i<n.  
gCI 
Then, (1.1) can be written as the operator equation, 
or equivalently, 
~(k) = s~(k) = (&~(k), &~(k) , . . . ,  &~(k)) ,  k • I, 
where 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) &-H~F,  l< i<n.  
With  S~ defined as in (3.6), we see that S - HF  and so (3.4) and (3.5) give 
u(k)  = Su (k) = Hru  (k) ,  k E I. (3.7) 
Throughout his section, we will make repeated use of Theorem 2.1. We shall impose conditions 
on g~ and f so that H and F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 with E1 = (A~(I))  ~ or 
E1 = (AP( I ) )  n, respectively. Then, Theorem 2.1 ensures that (3.7), or equivalently (1.1) has a 
co-periodic solution u C (A~(I ) )  *~ or an almost periodic solution u E (AP( I ) ) 'L  respectively. In 
particular, most of this section will be concerned with showing condition (2.2) is fulfilled, i.e., 
(E2, E l )  is admissible with respect o H. 
Our first admissibi l ity result is for E1 = (A,~(I)) n and E2 = lP(I), 1 <_ p <_ oz. To be precise, 
we define 
IP( I )=  Y lY : I~Rsuchthat  IlYlIp= lY(k)l p <ec  , l<p<oc ,  
and 
l~( I )={Y lY : I -~Rsuchthat l lYH°~- -sup ly (k ) l<°c}  " k C I  
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LEMMA 3.1. Let  1 <_ p <_ 0% q be such that 1 /p+ 1/q = 1, co be a posit ive integer and I (C_ Z) 
contains at /east one discrete interval I~ with ca points. Assume the fol lowing hold t'or each 
l< i<n,  
g~i (g) ~ gi (k, g) • l q ( I ) ,  for each k • I; (3.8) 
Z b)+~(e)-g~(e)l~ = 0, for an < such that  k +co • I .  (3.9) 
gCI 
Then, 
H : l p (I) -+ (A~ (I))  ~ is continuous and complete ly  continuous. 
PROOF. F i rst ,  we shall show that  
H, : l p ( I)  --+ A~ (I) is well-defined, 1 < i < n. 
Let x • lP(I). From (3.8) and H61der's inequality, we have for k • I ,  
Further ,  it is clear that  H~x • C( I ) .  Lastly, to see that  H~x is periodic,  using (3.9) gives 
IH ix (k  + ~) - H~x(/~)I <_ Ig~+~(e) - g?(e)l ~ I I<lp = o, 
for all k, such that  k + ca • I .  Hence, (3.11) is proved. It follows that  
H:  P ( I )  --, (A~(I))  n is well defined. 
Next, we  shall show that 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Now, it follow from (3.16) and (3.17) that  
]Hxm - Hx l~ : max IH~z.~ - ~1~ 
l< i<n 
< max sup IIg/kllq, 
l< i<n kc I  
IlXm -- z l lP -~  0, aS m -~ ~c, 
This proves (3.15). 
sup IIg~llq < oe, 1 < / < n. 
kE I  
Note that  (3.9) and the tr iangle inequal i ty lead to 
k+va k Ilgi I]q for k, such that  k + w C I ,  = Ib~ I1~, all 
Hence, IIg~llq • A~( I ) ,  1 < i < n, and (3.17) follows since 
sup Ilg/kllq = max Ilg~llq = kI~ < oc. 
kE I  kEI~ 
We claim that  
l< i<n.  
(3 .17)  
H:  lP(I) ~ (A~o(I)) *~ is continuous. (3.15) 
Let x,~ -+ x in  IP(I), i.e., ] ]xm-x i iv  ~ 0 as m --+ oc. For each 1 < i < n, using H61der's 
inequality, we have 
IH~zm - H~zb = sup ~-~ g~(g)[x,~(g) - m(g)] 
keI eel (3.16) 
_< snp  Ib~llq" IIx~, - xHp. 
kc l  
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Finally, we shall verify that 
H:  lP(I) --* (A~(I))  n is completely continuous. (3.18) 
Let f~ be a bounded set in lP(I). Then, there exists M > 0, such that ][xiip < M, for any x C fL 
We want to show that,  for each 1 < i < n, H~f~ is relatively compact in A~(I) .  Let {x,¢}~=1 be 
a sequence in fL For 1 < i < n and k C I~, we find 
IH~xm('~)[-< lig~llq" Ilxmllp 
_< max IIg~ll~" M < ~.  
kcI~ 
Hence, {H~xm}~=~ is uniformly bounded on I~. Therefore, the Arz61a-Ascoli theorem [2, p. 262] 
implies that there exists H~x c C(I~) and a subsequence {Hix~L,}~_l of {H~xm}~=l which 
converges to Hix. Since Hix,~ (k) - H~xm, (k + w), by letting l ~ oc we have Hix(k) = 
Hix(k + ~). Thus, Hix C A~(I)  and 
Hix, ,  z -~ Hix in A~(I).  
Consequently, Hi : lP(I) ~ A~(I)  is completely continuous for each 1 < i < n. This completes 
the proof of (3.18). | 
REMARK 3.1. Condition (3.9) is equivalent to 
g~(k+w,g)=g~(k,~) ,  for a l l~E  I and for all k, suchthatk+wEI .  (3.19) 
Condition (3.19) may be easier to verify than (3.9). 
REMARK 3.2. Let p = oo and q = 1 in Lemma 3.1. Then, (3.10) gives 
H:  l°°(I) -* (A~(I))  n is continuous and completely continuous. (3.20) 
Since A~(I)  C AP( I )  C BC( I )  C l°°(I), it follows from (3.20) that 
H:X  ~ (A~(I))  ~ is well-defined, continuous, and completely continuous, 
if X -- A~(I),  AP(I) ,  or BC(/) .  
Using Lemma 3.1, we obtain the first theorem which gives the existence of a constant-sign 
periodic solution. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 1 <_ p < 0% q be such that 1/19 + 1/q = 1, co be a positive integer and I (C Z) 
contains at least one discrete interval I~ with w points. Assume (3.8) and (3.9) hold for each 
1 < i < n. Moreover, suppose 
f : I x ]R n --~ ]R is continuous, and for any r > 0, 
there exists #~(k) C lP(I), such that lull < r, (3.21) 
1 < i < n implies If(k, u l ,u2, . . . ,u~)]  < #~(k), for k E I.  
For each 1 < i < n, assume also the existence of a constant Mi > O, independent of ~, with 
lui[~ 75 Mi for any solution u i C A~(]) of 
~,(k) a ~-~g~(k,e)f(e,~(e)), k C I, (3.22) 
gEI 
for each A C (0, 1). Then, (1.1) t, as a solution u C (A~(I))  n. Let 0 C {1, -1}  be fixed. If, in 
addition, we assume 
9~(k,g) > O, for k,g E I ,  1 < i < n, (3.23) 
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and 
Of(k,u) >_ O, for k E I and u C (A~(I)) ~. 
Then, (1.1) has a constant-sign solution u C (A~(I)) n, i.e., Ou~(k) >_ O, k E 1, 1 < i < n. 
PP~OOF. We shall show that 
(3.24) 
F :  (A~(I)) n --~ lV([) is bounded and continuous. (3.25) 
Since A~(I)  c BC([), the claim (3.25) will be justified if we can prove that 
F :  (BC(I)) '~ - -  lP(I) is bounded and continuous. (3.26) 
Let u E (BC(/)) '~ be such that I~10 = maxl<i<n I'~10 < ~. Then,  (3.21) ensures the existence 
of ~(k )  C lP(I) such that If(k, u(k)) I < #~(k), for k C I. Consequently, F : (BC(I)) n --4 IP(I) as 
defined in (3.1) is bounded since 
gEI fEI 
Next, to see  that  F :  (BC( I ) )  n --4 IP(I) is continuous, let u "~ --* u in (BC( I ) )  n (note {Urn}m°°= 1 
is a sequence) and I~ml0, I~10 < <. Then,  from (3.21), we have 
f (k ,um(k) )  ~ f (h,u(k)) ,  for k • I, 
and 
Hence, we obtain 
/ f (k ,u '~(k))  - f (k , ** (k ) )F  ~ [2~(/c)]P, /c c I. 
l i eu  m - fu l lp  = ~ If(e, u" (e) )  - f(g, u(g))lp --+ o, as m ~ ~.  
This shows that F : (BC(I)) T~ ~ P'(I) is continuous. The proof of (3.25) is now complete. 
Now, noting Lemma 3.1, we see that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied with F and H 
respectively given by (3.1) and (3.2), E1 = (A~(I)) '~ and E2 = lP(I). Hence, (3.7) or equivalently 
(1.1) has a solution u E (A~(I)) '~. Finally, assuming (3.23) and (3.24) hold, we shall prove that 
(1.1) has a constant-sign solution u E (A~(I))~L Indeed, the existence of a solution u E (A~(I)) "~ 
has been guaranteed earlier, and for 1 < i < n and k E I, we have, in view of (3.23) and (3.24), 
Oui(k) = ~ g~(k, g)of(g, u(g)) > O. 
gEI 
Hence, u is of constant sign. I 
Our second admissibility result is for E1 = (AP(I)) n and E2 = lP(I), 1 <_ p <_ oc. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 1 <_ p <_ o% q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and I be an infinite subset of Z. For 
each 1 < i < n, assume that (3.8) holds and 
for any e > 0, there exists an integer l(e) > 0 such that any discrete subinterval 
of I with l(e) points contains an integer such that 
= Igi (e ) -g~(e) l  q < 4, 
for all k such that k + 7 E I. 
(3.27) 
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Then, 
H : lP( I )  --+ (AP( I ) )  ~ is continuous and completely continuous. (3.28) 
PROOF. As seen in the proof of Lemma 3.1, for each 1 < i < n, H,~ : lP(I) --+ C( I )  is well-defined 
by (3.8). We now show that 
Hi :  lP(I) --+ AP( / )  is well-defined, 1 < i < n. (3.29) 
Let c > 0 and 1 < i < n be fixed. Let x c lP(I) be such that IIx[]~ < M. Using (3.27), there 
exists an integer l (e /M)  > 0 such that any discrete subinterval of I with l (e /M)  points contains 
an integer r,  such that 
k+r  6 gi - gkil]q < ~,  for all k such that k + r E I.  
It follows that 
for ~ > 0, any discrete subinterval of I with l (e /M)  points 
contains an integer r such that 
(3.30) k+~- £ [Hix(k + r)  - Hix(k)[  <<_ ~ - g~l l~  . l l x l l~  < ~ . M = ~, 
for all k such that k + r C I.  
Thus, H~z E AP( I )  and (3.29) is proved. It follows that 
H:  lP(I) --+ (AP( I ) )  n is well-defined. (3.31) 
Next, we shall show that 
H: lP ( I )  --* (AP( I ) )  '~ is continuous. (3.32) 
Let xm --* x in lP ( I ) ,  i.e., [ I x ,~-x l l  p --. o as m--+ oo. For each 1 < i < n, using HSlder's 
inequality, we have 
IH~zm - Hix[o <_ sup tlg?tl. I1~ - <1,. (3.33) 
kEI  
We claim that 
k (3.34) sup  IIg~ IIc,< ~,  1 < i < n. 
kE I  
It is clear that []g~ ]]q E C( I ) .  Now, let E > 0 be fixed. Applying (3.27) and the triangle inequality, 
there exists an integer l(e) > 0 such that any discrete subinterval of I with l(e) points contains 
an integer r,  such that 
[llg~+'H~- Itg~llql-~ IIg~ +~- g~lh < ~, 
for all k such that k + r c I.  All these lead to []g~[[q E AP( I ) .  Since almost periodic functions 
are bounded, we have (3.34). Using (3.34) in (3.33) immediately gives 
[Hixm - Hix[o -+ O as m --+ cxD, l< i<n.  
Hence, 
IHx .~ - Hxlo  = max Ig~x~ - H~x lo  --+ 0 as .~  -~ ~.  
l< i<n 
This completes the proof of (3.32). 
Finally, to show that H : lP(I) ---+ (AP( I ) )  n is completely continuous, we need to check that 
Hi : lP(I) ~ AP( I )  is completely continuous, for each 1 < i < n. Let f~ be a bounded set in 
IV(I), i.e., there exists M > 0, such that [[z[[, < M, for all x E fL  The result follows if H .~ 
is relatively compact in AP( I ) .  We shall check that the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. 
Using arguments imilar to those used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 immediately guarantee that 
condition (a) is satisfied. Further, (3.30) guarantees that Condition (b) is fulfilled. The proof is 
now complete. | 
Applying Lemma 3.2, we obtain the next result which gives the existence of a constant-sign 
almost periodic solution. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let 1 <_ p < 0% q be such that 1/p + 1/q -- 1 and I be an infinite subset of 77,. 
Assume that (3.8) and (3.27) hold for each 1 < i < n. Moreover, suppose (3.21) holds. For each 
1 < i < n, assume also the existence of a constant M~ > O, independent of)~, with lui]o ~ Mi for 
any solution ui E AP( I )  of (3.22) for each A E (0, 1). Then, (1.1) has a solution u E (AP( I ) )  ~. 
Let 0 E {1, -1}  be fixed. If, in addition, we assume (3.23) and (3.24) hold, then (1.1) has a 
constant-sign solution u E (AP( I ) )  ~, i.e., Ou~(k) >_ O, k C I, 1 < i < n. 
PROOF. Since AP( I )  c BC(I ) ,  it follows from (3.26) that 
F :  (AP( / ) )  " - ,  I (I) is bounded and continuous. (3.35) 
Together with Lemma 3.2, it is clear that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied with F 
and H given, respectively, by (3.1) and (3.2), E1 = (AP(5)  ~ and Eu = lP(I). Hence, (3.r) or 
equivalently (1.1) has a solution u C (AP( I ) )  *~. Assuming (3.23) and (3.24) hold, the proof that 
u is of constant sign is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. | 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let co be a positive integer and let I be a subset of g that contains at least one 
discrete interval with co points. Suppose for each 1 < i < n, we have 
gi(k,e) = ai(k)bi(gO, k,g E I, (3.36) 
where bi E lq(I) and a.i E A~(I) .  Then, 9i, 1 < i < n satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. 
Alternatively, if I is an infinite subset of Z, b~ E lq(I) and a~ E AP( I ) ,  1 < i < n, then g~, 
1 < i < n satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
Recall that  our first admissibil ity result (Lemma 3.1) involves (E2, E , )  = (lP(I), (A~(I))~).  
We shall now consider the case when E2 = A~,(I), i.e., the domain of H is restricted to A~(I ) .  
Our investigation shows that the adnfissibility results in this case will be sensitive to the choice 
of I .  In fact, there are two scenarios, I = Z or I = {0, 1 , . . .  ,T} = Z[O,T] where T is a positive 
integer and is dependent on the period co. For the first scenario I = Z, we have the following 
admissibil ity result. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let co be a positive integer and I = Z. For each 1 < i < n, assume that (3.8) holds 
with q = 1, and 
g,(k +w,g  +~)  -- g,(k,g), k,g c Z. (3.37) 
Then, 
H : A~o(g) ~ (A~(Z)) n is continuous and completely continuous. (3.38) 
PROOF. As in Lemma 3.1, (3.8) with I = Z and q = 1 leads to H~ : l°°(Z) --+ C(Z) is well-defined 
for each 1 < i < n. Since A~(Z) C I~(Z) ,  it follows that 
H i :  A~(Z) -+ C(Z) is well defined, 1 < i < n. 
We shall now show that 
H i :  A~(Z) -~ A~(Z) is well defined, 1 < i < n. (3.39) 
Let x E A~(7/,). Then, by making a change of variable in the first sum, using (3.37) and the fact 
that x c A~(Z), we obtain, for k C Z and 1 < i < n, 
H~x(k + ~) - H~x(k) = }2  g~(k + co, e)x(e) - }2  0~(k, e)x(e) 
£EZ fEZ 
= g (k + e +  )x(e + - Z g (k, e)x(e) 
gEZ gEZ 
= Z g (k, e)[x(t + - 
fEZ 
=0.  
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Thus, H~x E A~(Z) and (3.39) is proved. It follows that 
H :  A~(Z) + (A~(Z)) n is well defined. (3.40) 
Now by making a change of variable and applying (3.37), we get for k • Z and 1 < i < n, 
Ila II1 =~]g i (k+~,6) l  
gEE 
Ig~(k + ~, 6 + ~)1 
~ffZ 
Ig~(k,6)l 
gEZ 
Thus, 
k A~(Z), k•Z ,  l< i<n.  IIg~ Ill • 
It follows that 
k sup IIg~ll~ = maxllg~ II~ = Mi < ~,  1<i<~.  
kEZ kEI~ 
The remainder of the proof now follows a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the convolution operator, 
(3.41) 
| 
(3.42) 
where 
Let 
~Iix(k) = E~i (k -  6)x(6), k c Z, 1 < i < n. (3.43) 
gEZ 
gi(k,6) = ~]i(k - 6), k,6 E Z. (3.44) 
Obviously, (3.37) is fulfilled for any positive integer w. If ~ E ll(Z), then (3.8) is satisfied with 
I = Z and q = 1. Hence, Lemma 3.3 implies that 
/4 : A~(Z) --* (A~(Z)) ~ is continuous and completely 
continuous for any positive integer w. 
(3.45) 
We note that convolution kernels have been discussed in detail in [15,16]. 
In general, for gi(k, 6) given in (3.44), 
¢ ~i(k - e) 
= g~(k,6). 
Thus, condition (3.9) is not satisfied and so Lemma 3.1 cannot be used. 
On the other hand, the gi(k,6) given in (3.36) will not satisfy condition (3.37) if bi c / I (Z )  is 
not w-periodic. This serves as an example of a kernel that satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 
(with I = Z and q - 1) but not those of Lemma 3.3. 
Using Lemma 3.3, we obtain the existence of a constant-sign solution in (A~(Z)) ~. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let w be a positive integer and [ = Z. Assume that (3.8) and (3.37) hold with 
q = 1 for each 1 < i < n. Moreover, suppose 
f : Z x R n ~ R is continuous and 
(3.46) 
f (k + a~, u) = f(k, u) for all (k, u) E (Z, Rn). 
For each 1 < i < n, assume also the existence of a constant M~ > 0, independent of ~, with 
]ui]~ ¢ Mi for any solution ui E A~(Z) of (3.22) for each ~ E (0, 1). Then, (1.1) has a solution 
u E (A~(Z)) ~. Let 0 • {1, -1}  be tlxed. If, in addition, we assume (3.23) and (3.24) hold, 
then (1.1) has a constant-sign solution u E (A~(Z))'L i.e., Oui(k) >_ 0, k • Z, 1 < i < n. 
PROOF. We shall show that 
F :  (A~(Z)) *~ -~ A~(Z) is bounded and continuous. (3.47) 
Clearly, (3.46) gives 
F :  (BC(Z)) ~ --~ BC(Z) is bounded and continuous. (3.48) 
Let u ¢ (A~o(Z)) ~. Then, in view of (3.46) we find 
Fu(k+co)=f (k+~,u( lc+co) )=f (k+co ,  u (k ) )=f (k ,u (k ) )=Fu(k) ,  kEZ,  
which implies Fu E A~(Z). This together with (3.48) leads to (3.47) is true. 
Noting Lemma 3.3, it is clear that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied with F and H 
given respectively by (3.1) and (3.2), E1 = (A~(Z)) ~ and E2 = A~(Z). Hence, (3.7) or equiva- 
lently (1.1) has a solution u C (A~(Z)) n. Assuming (3.23) and (3.24) hold, the proof that  u is of 
constant sign is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. | 
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.3 is actually an existence result for a part icular case of system (1.2) 
when fi = f and Oi = 0, 1 < i < n, obtained via admissibil ity criteria. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.3, the fact that I = Z is significant when making the various changes 
of variable. We shall now consider the case when I = Z[0, T] where T is a positive integer and is 
dependent on the period w. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let I = Z[0, mw] where w,m are integers with w > 1 and m _> 2. For each 
1 < i < n, assume that (3.8) holds with q = 1, 
g~(k + ~, e + ~) = g~(k, e), 
gi(k + co,g) = 9i(k,g + (m - 1)co), 
k • z[o, (~  - 1)~], e e z[1, (m - 1)~], (3.49) 
k E Z[0, (m-  1)w], g • Z[1,co], (3.50) 
and 
gi(k +~,0)  = vi(k, 0), k E Z[0, (m - 1)co]. (3.51) 
Then, 
H:  A~(Z[0, mco]) ~ (A~(Z[0, mco]))" is continuous and completely continuous. (3.52) 
PROOF. As in Lemma 3.1, (3.8) with q = 1 leads to Ht : l°°(I) --~ C(I) is well-defined for each 
1 < i < n. Since A~(I) C l~(I) ,  it follows that 
Hi: A~(I) --+ C(I) is well-defined, 1 < i < n. 
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We shall now show that 
H~ : Aw(I)  ~ A~( I )  is well-defined, 1 < i < n. (3.53) 
Let x E A~o(I). To prove (3.53), we shall verify that Hix(k + w) = Hix(k) ,  for all k, such that 
k + w C I ,  or equivalent ly k C Z[0, (m - 1)w]. For k E Z[0, (m - 1)w] and 1 < i < n, we have 
~7~o2 
m~(k + . )  - H,=(k) = }--~ g{(k + ~, e)~(e) 
e=0 
rr~,oJ 
~=0 
~=1 g=w+l /  
\ ~=~ e=(.~-1)~+1/ 
(3.54) 
+ g~(k + ~, 0)~(0) - g,(k, O)x(O) 
77~0 
- + ~(k, e)x(e), 
\ e=l e=(m-1)~+l/ 
where we have used (3.51) in the last equality. Using (3.49) and by making a change of variable, 
we obtain for k E Z[0, (m - 1)wl, 
m~ (m-1)~ ,~ 
g=a~+l g=l  g=w+l  
gi(k + ~, e)z(e) 
(m-1)w 
gi(k +~,e  +~)x(e) 
g=l  
moo 
= ~ ,~(k+. ,e ) [x (e ) -x (e -~) ]  
g=w+l  
=0.  
Thus, (3.54) is reduced to only two sums. By  making another change of variable and apply- 
ing (3.50), we find for k 6 Z[0, (m - ])w] and ] < i < n, 
g=l  
7T~02 
- Z g~(k,e)x(e) 
g=(rn -  1)w+1 
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co 
Z g~(k + ~, e)x(e) 
g=l 
rt~,v3 
- Z g i (k ,e )x (e -  (m - 1)w) 
g=(m-1)~+l  
co 
E[g i (k  + w,e) - g~(k,g + (m - 1)w)]x(f) 
g=l 
=0.  
Hence, we have proved (3.53). It follows that 
H :  A~(Z[0, mw]) --* (A~((Z[0, mw])) ~ is well defined. (3.55) 
The rest of the proof follows a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. | 
Applying Lemma 3.4, we obtain the following existence theorem for a constant-sign solution 
in (A~(Z[0, mw]))C 
THEOREM 3.4. Let [ -- Z[0, rnw] where w, m are integers with w > 1 and m >_ 2. Assume that 
(3.8), (3.49)-(3.51) hold with q = 1, for each 1 < i < n. Moreover, suppose 
f : Z[0, mw] x R '~ -~ R is continuous and 
(3.56) 
f (k  + w, u) = f (k ,  u), for all k E Z[0, (m - 1)w] and u E R ~. 
For each 1 < i < n, assume a/so the existence of a constant Mi > O, independent of A, with 
b~l~ ¢ M~, ~or any ~ohmon ~ ~ A~(Z[O, mw]) of (3.22), for each ~ E (0, 1). Then, (1.1) has 
a solution u • (A~(Z[0, rnw])) ~. Let 0 • {1,-11 be fixed. If, in addition, we assume (3.23) 
and (3.24) hold, then (1.1) has a constant-sign sohztion u C (A~(Z[0, rnw])) ~, i.e., Ou~(k) >_ O, 
k•Z[0 ,  mw], l< i<n.  
PROOF. Using Lemma 3.4 and a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, an application 
of Theorem 2.1 with F and H respectively given by (3.1) and (3.2), E1 = (A~(Z[0, mw])) ~ and 
E2 = A~(Z[0, mw]) leads to (1.1) having a solution u • (A~(Z[0, "rnw])) ~. The proof that u is of 
constant sign is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. | 
4. RESULTS FOR (1.2) V IA F IXED-POINT  THEOREMS 
Results which establish the existence of one or more constant-sign periodic or almost peri- 
odic solutions of system (1.2) are presented in this section. These results will be developed via 
fixed point theorems uch as Krasnosel'skii's fixed-point heorem (Theorem 2.3), the nonlinear 
alternative (Theorem 2.4), and the Leggett Williams fixed-point heorem (Theorem 2.5). 
Let w be a positive integer. We shall first establish existence results in (A~(Z)) n. To begin, 
let the Banaeh space B = (A~(Z)) n be equipped with the norm, 
lU[~ = max max [ui(k)] = ]~<a~x lui[~, 
l< i<n kEZ[0,co] 
where we l~t b{b  : m~x~zI0,~l  [~(k) l ,  1 < i < ~. 
Define the operator S :  B ~ (C(Z)) ~ by 
where 
s~(k) : (s~(k), &~(k)  .... , &~(k) ) ,  k • z, 
Si'a(k) = }--~ gi(k, e)f{(e, ~,(e)), k • z ,  
gEZ 
Clearly, a fixed point of the operator S is a solution of system (1.2). 
(4.1) 
1 < i < n. (4.2) 
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With  0i • {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n fixed, define 
J" [0, oc), Oi = 1, 
[0, OO)i \ (-o~,0], 0~ = -1 ,  
= {~ E B I 0~,,(~) > 0, k • Z, 1 < i < .} ,  
and 
K : {u • _fif lOjuj(k) > 0, for some j E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  and some k • Z} =/ ( \{0} .  
Our first result uses Krasnoselski i 's  f ixed-point theorem (Theorem 2.3). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 <_ p < oo, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, w be a positive integer and 
0i • {1, 1}, 1 < i < n be fixed. Assume the following hold for each 1 < i < n, 
g)(e) -g~(k, Z) E /q(Z) ,  for each k E Z; (4.3) 
gi(k,g) >_ O, for all k,g • Z; (4.4) 
E I g?+~(z) - gik(~?)l q = 0, for all k • Z; (4.5) 
£CZ 
f~ :Z  z R n ~ R is continuous, and for any r > 0, there exists #r(k)  E /P(Z)  
(4.G) 
such that  lujl < r, 1 _<j < n implies If~(k, ul,u2,.. . ,un)I < #r(k) ,  for k E Z; 
Oif~(k,u) >_ O, for all k E Z and ali u C / ( ;  (4.7) 
there exists a function ~Pi: ([0, ec)i)  ~ + [0, oc) cont inuous and 'nondecreas ing'  
in the sense that  for each 1 < j _< n, if I~jl -< Ivjl, then 
@i(U l , . . .  , U j _ I ,  Uj, U j+ I , . . .  , an)  ~ 2~i (U l , . . .  , 2/,j_ I, Vj, 2tj-I-1,... , Ztn) , (4.8) 
a constant  p, 0 < p _< 1, and a function b~ : Z -~ [0, oc), b~ E /P(Z)  with 
pbi(k)~i(u) <_ Oifi(k,u) <_ bi(k)zpi(u), for all k E Z and all u E /~;  
there exists a continuous function ¢~ : (0, 1) ~ (0, oc) 
such that  for any 0 < m < 1 and u E [0, ec) n, we have (4.9) 
~:( ,~. )  _> ¢~(~,.)~(~); 
K2 i  = min Egi(k,e)bi(e) > 0; (4.10) 
' kEZ[0,~] ~EZ 
K2,i ¢~ Mo , there exists 0 < Mi < 1 with Mi <_ Pr~-  ( ) 
Xtl,i 
(4.11) 
where K l , i  = max Eg~(k,e)bi(£) and M0 = min Mj E (0,1). 
l<_j<n kEZ[0,~o] eEZ 
Moreover, suppose 
there exists a > 0 with max ~pj (c~, a , . . . ,  a)  K I , j  < a (4.12) 
l<_j<_n 
and 
there exist /3 > 0 ,~ 7 c c~, so that  for each z E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  
there exists j~ E {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} such that  for any u E [0, oc) ~, we have 
@j. (u) > aj~m(Um) for each 1 < m < n, (4.13) 
where aj~m: [0, cxD) --~ [0, oc) is continuous, aj, r~(X) > 0 if x > 0, and 
< p~joz(MOfl) K2,j~. 
Then, (1.2) has at  least one constant-sign solution u E (A~ (Z)) n satisfying 
(a) 0 < ~ < I~1~ < ~ and Oiui(k) > Mic~, for all k E Z and some i C {1 ,2 , . . .  ,n},  ifc~ </3; 
(b) 0 < Z < I~1~ < ~ and 0~(k)  > M~9, for all k e Z and ~ome i ~ {1 ,2 , . . .  ,~}, i [Z < ~. 
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PROOF.  We shall employ  Theorem 2.3. To  begin, we  recall f rom the proof of Lemma 3.1 that (4.5) 
implies that IIg~ll~ ~ A~(Z) and therefore, supkc~ IIg$11~ = maxkEz[0,~] IIg$11~ < oo. Recall also 
that (4.5) implies g~(k-Fw,8) = 9~(k,8), for all k,g E 7Z. Thus, the operator S maps B = (A~(TZ.))" 
into B, i.e., S : B --4 B. Moreover, as in Lemma 3.1, (4.3) and (4.6) guarantee that 
S : B ~ B is continuous and completely continuous. (4.14) 
Next, define a cone C in B as 
C= {ucB I foreach 1 < i  <n,O~u~(k) >_0, for kE  Z[O,w], 
and Oiui(k) > M~lu~l,,.,, for k E Z[O, co]} 
(4.15) 
= {uE B I for each l<i<n,O~u~(k) >0,  for k EZ,  
and O~u~(k) >_ M~lud~, for k C Z}, 
where Mi is defined in (4.11). We need to show that 
S :  C ---* C. (4.16) 
Let u E C. Then, in view of (4.4) and (4.7) it is clear that 
OiSiu(k)  = Eg i (k ,e )O, f~(g ,u (g) )  >_ O, k ~ Z, 1 < i < n. (4.17) 
g.EZ 
Now, using (4.17) and (4.8) we find for k E Z[0, co] and 1 < i < n, 
gEZ 
<_ ¢i (lulL, b21~,..., I~1~) Kl,i. 
This yields 
I&~l~ <- Kl,i~i (1~ I~, I~21~,..., I~,~1~), 1 < i < n. (4.18) 
On the other hand, since u E C, we have 
lui(k)l = 0~u~(k) _> M~lu~]~ _> M01~l~, k e Z, 1 < i < n, (4.19) 
where M0 = win,</<_,, My. Therefore, (4.17), (4.8), (4.19), (4.9), (4.10), (4.18), and (4.11) give 
for k E Z[0, w] and 1 < i < n, 
eis~(k) >_ p ~ g~(k, e)~(~)~(~(e)) 
gEZ 
~EZ 
p~(Mo)~ (I~iI~, b~l~,.- 
K2,i 
>_ p¢~(Mo)IS, uI~ K, # 
>_ M.J&~I~,. 
1~.1~) Z g~(k, e)b,(t) 
eez (4.20) 
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Together with (4.17), we have shown that Su E C and hence (4.16) is proved. 
Let 
as  = {u < B I Iul~ < ~} and f~ = {u E B I lul~ </3}. 
We shall now show that 
IS~l~ < I~1~ for ~ e c n or~,~ 
and 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
IS~l~ > I~1~ for u E c N of~f~. (4.23) 
To verify (4.22), let u E CAO~.  Then, I~1~ = ~- For k E Z[0,co], using (4.17) and (4.8), we 
find 
ISu.~(h)[ <_ ~b~(lul~,lul~,...,lul~) Eg~(k,g)b~(g) <_ ~(a :a , . . . ,a )Km#,  l< i<n,  
gEE 
which, together with (4.12), leads to 
ISu]~ <_ max O~(a ,c~, . . . ,a )K~ <c~= I~1~. 
l<i<_n 
(4.24) 
Thus, (4.22) is proved. 
Next, let u C CAO~a.  Then, lul~ =/3  = luzI~ for some z E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} .  For k E Z[0,w], 
using (4.17), (4.8), (4.19), and (4.1a), we get for some jz c {1,2,...  ,n}, 
Is,. ~(k) l _> p ~ gj= (k, Obj. (e)>j. (~(e)) 
gEZ 
> p~o=(Motu, l~,Moluul~,...,Mot~l~)}-~..qj.(<e)b~o(e) 
e~z 
>_ paj=z(Molu=lw) K2,d~ 
= paj, z(Mo/3) K2,G 
>/3 I<~. 
Thus, 
Is~b >_ Isj~L~ > I~b (4.25) 
and (4.23) are true. 
Now Theorem 2.3 guarantees that S has a fixed point u with u C CN (fi~\t2~) if/3 < a, whereas 
u E C A ( t )~\ f~)  if c~ </3. Hence, equivalently, (1.2) has a constant-sign solution u ~ (A~(Z)) n 
with 
rain{a,/3} _< lul~ _< max{c~,/3}. 
Note that ]u]~ # a and lull, #/3. To see this, suppose lul~ = c~ or lu]~o =/3. Then, since u = Su 
we have, noting (4.24) and (4.25), 
l<i<n 
or  
which are contradictions. Hence, 
min{ct,/3} < lul~ < max{a,/3}. 
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Finally, lu[,~ = luil~ for some i • {1 ,2 , . . .  ,n}.  Since u • C, we have 
O(u~(k) >_ 37,[ui1~ = ,¥2f~lu[~ > M~min{0:,f l}, k • Z. 
REMARK 4.1. In Theorem 4.1, it is possible to replace (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) with 
g)(g-) - gi(k,g) • / I ( z )  for each k • Z, 
f i  : Z x R ~ + R is continuous, 
gi(k +w,g  +w)  = gi(k,g) for all k ,e  • Z, 
and 
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(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.2S) 
f i (k  q- w, u) - f i (k ,  u) for all k • Z and all u C K .  (4.29) 
We need only notice (see Section 3) that  (4.26)-(4.29) imply that  S : C --* C is continuous and 
completely continuous. 
Our next result is obta ined by mult ip le applications of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let  1 <_ p <_ ec, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, w be a posit ive integer and 
0~ • {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n be fixed. Assume that (4.3)-(4.11) hold for each 1 < i < n. Let  (4.12) 
be satisfied for 0: - 0:e, f = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and (4.13) be satisfied for fl = fie, g = 1, 2 . . . .  , m. 
(a) I f  m = k + 1 and 0 < fll < 0:1 < ""  < flk < 0:k < ilk+l, then (1.2) has (at least) 2k 
constant-sign solutions u l , .  . . , u 2k • (A~(G)) ~ such that 
0 < fll < I~ll~ < c~1 < 1~21~ < & < . . .  < 0:k < 1~2kl~ < fl&+l. 
(b) I fm - k and 0 < fll < 0:1 < ' "  < flk < 0:k, then (1.2) has (at least) 2k - 1 constant-sign 
solutions u l , . . .  ,u  2k-1 • (A~(G)) ~ such that 
(c) / f  k = m + 1 and 0 < 0:1 < 31 < ""  < 0:,~ < tim < 0:re+l, then (1.2) has (at least) 2m 
constant-sign soiutions u l , . . . ,  u2m • (A~.(Z)) ~ such that 
(d) I [  ~ = T[~ al]d 0 < o~ 1 </~1 < "'" < 0:k < i lk ,  then (1.2) has (at least) 2k - 1 constant -s ign  
so lu t ions  u l , .  . . , u 2k -1  • (A~(Z)/~ such that  
0 < 0:1 < I~'1~ < ~1 < lU2Ico < 0:2 < ' ' "  < 0:k < [u2k-l]~ < ilk. 
We next present a result for the case when (4.10) may not hold. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let  1 < p ~_ 0% q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, w be a posit ive integer and 
O{ • {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n be fixed. Assume that (4.3)-(4.7) hold, for each 1 < i < n. In addition, 
let the following hold for each 1 < i < 'n, 
there exists 0 < g/-/i < i, H~ E/q(g), and a discrete interval Z[a, b] C_ Z[O,w] 
with g~(k,e) >_ My~(~), for k • Z[a,b] and e • z; (4.30) 
gi(k,~) <_ H~(~), for k E Z[O,w] and t c •; (4.31) 
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there exists a function ~i : ([0, oo)~) n --~ [0, co) continuous and 'nondecreasing' 
in the sense that for each 1 _< j _< n, if I~jl -< Ivjl, then 
f fY i (U l , . . . ,U j - l ,g j ,U j÷ l , . . . ,~tn)  --~ f f ) i (U l , . . . ,% j - - I ,V j ,% j+I , . . . ,Un) ,  
and a function b~: Z -* [0, oo), b~ C/P(Z) with 
Oif~(k, u) < b~(k)~i(u), for all k • Z and all u • /-<; 
there exists a function ~-.i: Z[a, b] ~ (0, ec), ~=i • lP(Z[a, b]) with 
Oifi(k,u) > ri(k)zbi(u), for all u • K and all k • Z[a,b]. 
Moreover, suppose 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
there ex is tsa>0 with max ~'j(c~,c~,...,a) Kl, j  <a ,  
l< j<n 
where K~,j max ~-]gj(k,g)bj(g) 
kEZ[0,w] fEZ 
(4.34) 
and 
there exist/3 > 0, /3 ¢ c~, so that for each z • {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  
there exists jz • {1,2,. . .  ,n} such that for any u E [0, oo)% we have 
~j~ (u) >_ aj~,~(u,~) for each 1 _< m _< n, 
where aj~,~ : [0, oo) -~ [0, oo) is continuous, aj~,~(x) > 0 if x > 0, and (4.35) 
/3 < aj~z(Mo/3)Ifa,j~, 
b 
where Ks5 = max ~g j~(k ,g ) r j~(g)andM0= min M iE(0 ,1 ) .  
' = l< i<n kEZ[O,w] g=a 
Then, (1.2) has at least one constant-sign solution u E (A~(Z)) ~ satisfying 
(a) o < ~ < I~1~ </3 and O~=i(k) >/vz~, fo= all k • Z[a, b] and some i • {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, i[ 
~</3;  
(b) 0 < /3 < I~l~ < ~ and 0~(~)  > Mi/3, for all k • Z[a, b] and some i • {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, if 
/3 < C~. 
PROOF. Once again, we shall apply Theorem 2.3. As seen in the proof of Theorem 4.1, conditions 
(4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) guarantee that S : B --* B is continuous and completely continuous. 
Next, define a cone C in B as 
c = {.~ • B I for each ~ < i < ~,o~=~(k) > o, 
for k • Z[0,w], and min Oiui(k) >_ M~l~d~}, 
kEZ[a,b] 
(4.36) 
where M i l s  defined in (4.30). We need to show that S : C--+ C. Let u E C. Then, as ra the  
proof of Theorem 4.1, we get (4.17). Now, using (4.17) and (4.31) we find for h E Z[0, w] and 
l< i<n,  
Ls  (k )L = <_ Z ). 
~EZ 
This immediately gives 
ISiul.~ < ~-~ Hi(g)Oifi(g,u(()), 1 < i < n. (4.37) 
gEZ 
Then, applying (4.30) and (4.37) we obtain 
rain O~S~u(k) > rain ~"  M~H~(*)O~f,(* u(g)) > M~IS~u].,. 
kEZ[a,b] kEZ[a,b] 
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Hence, together with (4.17), we have shown that Su E C and so S : C --+ C. Let f~  and ~2Z 
be defined as in (4.21). \¥e shall now prove that (4.22) and (4.23) hold. To verify (4.22), let 
u C C n Of~. Then, I~l~ = ~. For k E Z[0, a~], using (4.17) and (4.32), we find 
IS~(k)l _< ~ (1~1~, I~1~,..., I~[~) } -~(k ,  0b~(e) < ¢~ (~, ~,.. . ,  ~) K~,~, 1 < i<~,  
gEZ 
which, in view of (4.34), leads to 
I S~b _< max ¢~ (a, ~, . . . ,  ~) K~,i < ~ = I~1.~. (4.38) 
l< i<:n  
Thus, (4.22) is proved. 
Next,  let ~ ~ C~0~9. Then,  I~1~ = [3 = I~zl~ for some z C {1 ,2 , . . .  ~}.  Using (4.17), (4.33), 
and (4.35), we get for some jz  C {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
ISjo~I~= max ~9j . (k ,e )o j~z3 . (e ,u (e ) )  
kcz[0,~] e~z 
b 
_> max ~gj~(k,e)oj.f~.(e,~(e)) 
k~z[0,~] e=~ 
b 
_> max }-~gj . (k ,e)~(e)Wj . (~(e))  
kEZ[0,~] ~=a 
b 
> max ~fi-'2~gj,(k,O~j,(e)~j~(Mol~ll~,Mol'u~i~,...,Mol~nl~) 
kcZ[0,,;] g=a 
Hence, 
b 
-- kCZ[O,~] ~=a 
aj~(Mo[3) Ka,j ,  > [3. 
IS~l~ _> ISJ~l~ > [3 : 1'4~ (4.39) 
and (4.23) are true. 
We may now apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain the existence of a constant-sign solution u E 
(A~(Z))  ~ for system (1.2) satisfying 
min{~, [3} <_ I*'1,~ <- max{~, [3}. 
Since u = Su, from (4.38) and (4.39) we see that I~l~ ¢ ~ or [3. Hence, 
min{~, [3} < I~',1~ < max{~, [3}. 
Finally, not ing that  u E C and I~1~ - I~[~ for some i E {1 ,2 , . . .  ,n} ,  we have 
0~(k)  _> M, I~i~ = M~I~I~ > M~ min{~,/~}, k E Z[a,b]. 
Repeated applications of Theorem 4.3 yield the following multiple-solution result. 
THEOaEM 4.4.. Let  l<_p<_  co, q be such that 1 /p+l /q= 1, 0 <a~ < o% and0~ E {1, -1},  
1 < i < n be fixed. Assume that (4.3) (4.7) and (4.30)-(4.33) hold for each 1 < i < n. Let  (4.34) 
be satisfied for c~ - c~e, g = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and (4.35) be satisfied for/3 = [3e, f = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Then, 
the conclusions (a) (d) of  Theorem 4.2 hold. 
The next result uses the nonlinear alternative (Theorem 2.4) to show the existence of a periodic 
solution (need not be of constant sign). 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let 1 <_ p <_ oo, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and ~ be a positive integer. 
Assume that (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) hold for each 1 < i < n. Suppose there exists a constant c, 
independent of A, such that 
[u[,~ ¢ e, (4.40) 
for any solution u • (A~(Z)) '~ of the system, 
~(k)=:~y~g~(Jc, e)f~(e,~(e)), k•z ,  1<i<~,  (4.41),) 
gCZ 
~here  ~, • (0, 1). Then, (1.2) has at least o ,e  solut ion ~ • (A~(Z) )  n with I~1~ -< e. 
PROOF. We shall apply Theorem 2.4. Let 
E = B = ((A,~(Z)) ~, l" I~) and U = {~ • B I I~l~ < c}. 
Clearly, a solution of (4.41)~ is a fixed point of the equation, 
u = ASu. 
As seen in the proof of Theorem 4.1, (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) guarantee that S : B ~ B is continuous 
and completely continuous. In view of (4.40), we cannot have conclusion (b) of Theorem 2.4, 
hence conclusion (a) of Theorem 2.4 must hold, i.e., S has a fixed point in Cr or equivalently the 
system (1.2) has a solution u E 0 with lul~ < c. | 
Using Theorem 4.5, we shall obtain the existence of a constant-sign periodic solution in the 
next result. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 1 <_ p <_ ec, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, c~ be a positive integer and 
O~ C {1,-1}, 1 < i < n be fixed. Assmne that (4.3) (4.7) and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n, and 
(4.34) holds. Then, (1.2) has at least one constant-sign solution u E (A~(Z)) n with I~l~ < ~. 
PROOF. We shall employ Theorem 4.5. To begin, we consider the system, 
~,(~) = Zg~(k ,e ) / , (e ,~(e) ) ,  k E z, 1 < i < n, (4.42) 
~EZ 
where/ i  : Z x IRn ~ R is defined by 
f i (k,  U l ,U2 , . . . ,un)  = f i (k,  Oalull,O2Iu2l,...,Onlu~I), l< i<n.  (4.43) 
We shall prove that (4.42) has a solution. For this, we consider the system, 
gcZ 
where X C (0, 1). Let u c (A~(Z)) ~ be any solution of (4.44)a. If we can show that 
I~1~ ¢ ~, (4.45) 
then by Theorem 4.5 it follows that (4.42) has a solution. 
Now, using (4.43), (4.4), (4.7) and the fact that (01]ul], 02]u2],..., OnIu~[) E/-<, we get 
o,,,~(k) = ~ y~ gi(~, e)0~S,(e, ~l(e), ~2(e),..., ~,(e)) 
fCZ 
= A ~ gi(k, f)Oifi(f,  Ollul (g)[, 02]u2(f)l,..., 0~[u**(g)l) _> 0, 
gEZ 
kEZ,  l < i<n,  
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which means that 
I~(k)l = 0~(k) ,  k C Z, 1 < i < n. (4.46) 
An application of (4.46) and (4.32) yields for k C Z[0, w] and 1 < i < n, 
<_ Egi(k,g)Oifi(e, 0~l~(e)l, o~[~(e) l , . . . ,  Onl~,,(e)l) 
~EE 
£EZ 
<_ Cd l ,L ,  I~1 . . . . .  , I'~1~) Y~ g~(k, e)bde) 
~cZ 
This immediately leads to 
I~1~ <- ~(lul~, I~1~,..., I~I~)K~,~, 1 < < n. (4.47) 
Now, lu]~ = [u~l~ , for some z E {1,2 , . . .  ,n}. Then, it follows from (4.47) that 
I~L <_ Oz(l~L, I~1~,..., I~LOK,,~. (4.48) 
Noting (4.48) and (4.34), we conclude that I~1~ ¢ ~. Hence, (4.45) is proved. 
It now fonows from Theorem 4.5 that system (4.42) has a ~olution ~* = (~ i ,%. . . ,~ ; )  e 
(A~(TZ)) *~ with I[~*11 <- ~, a ,d  
~4(k) = Z~(k ,e) ]~(e ,~,* (e) ) ,  k c z,  1 < ~ < ,~. 
gCZ 
Using a sinlilar argument as above, it can be easily seen that 
I~'(,~)1 0~(~) ,  ~ ~ z ,  1 < i < n, (4.49) 
and 
Therefore, u* is of constant 
kEZ and 1 <i<n,  
I~* L ¢ ~. (4.50) 
sign and lu*l~ < a. Further, using (4.43) and (4.49), we have for 
gCZ 
= y~ gi(k, e)f~(e, ol I~(e)l, o~ I~;(e)l , . . . ,  0nl~; (e)l) 
~EZ 
(e), o~(e) , . . . ,  o~; (e ) )  
gCZ 
= y~ g~ (k, e)j¢~ (e, ~ (e), ~ (e),..., ~; (e)). 
tCZ 
Hence, u* is in fact a solution of (1.2). The proof is now complete. | 
In Theorem 4.6, it is possible for lul~ to be zero. However, we can combine Theorem 4.6 with 
Theorems 4.1 or 4.3 to obtain the existence of multiple nont~ivial constant-sign periodic solutions, 
stated as the next two results. 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let 1 <_ p <_ oo, q be such that 1 /p+ 1/q = 1, co be a posit ive integer and 
0~ C {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n be fixed. Assume that (4.3)-(4.11) hold for each 1 < i < n. Let (4.12) 
be satisfied for c~ = c~e, g = 1, 2 . . . .  , k, and (4.13) be satisfied for fl = fie, g = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. 
(a) I f  m = k + 1 and 0 < /31 < c~z < "" < /3k < ak < ilk+l, then (1.2) has (at least) 2k 
constant-sign soIutions u l , . . . ,  u 2k e (A~(Z)) '~, such that 
0 < fl l  < l u l l  < 0~1 < lu2L, </32 < . . .  < ~k < 1"~2~1~ </~kq-1. 
(b) I f  m - k and 0 < fll < c~1 < . . .  < flk < ak, then (1.2) has (at least) 2k - 1 constant-sign 
solutions u l , . . .  ,u  2k-* E (A~(7/,)) ~, such that 
0 < ~1 < lull~o < 0~1 <( I~il~, < & < "'" < 9~ < lu2k-l l~, < c~k. 
(c) I l k  -- m + 1 and 0 < og 1 </31 < " '"  <~ O~rr~ < ]~m < Otto-l-l, thell (1.2) has (at least) 2m + 1 
constant-sign soIutions u° , . . . ,  u 2m ~ (A~(Z)) n, such that 
(d) If/c - m and 0 < c~] < fl~ < --- < c~ < /3~, then (1.2) has (at 1east) 2~ constant-sign 
solutions , to, . . .  ,u  ~-1  ¢ (A~(Z)) '~, such that 
0 _< I~°t~ < ~ < I~1~ < ~1 < ['/z2lw < 0~2 < . . .  < o~k < [u2k- l lco < }~k. 
PROOF. In (a) and (b), we just  apply Theorem 4.1 repeatedly. In (c) and (d), Theorem 4.6 is 
used to obta in  the existence of u ° ¢ (A~(Z)) '~ with 0 < I1~°11 < ~1, the results then follow by 
repeated use of Theorem 4.1. | 
THEOREM 4.8. Let 1 < p <_ 0% q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, co be a posit ive integer and 
0~ C {1 , -1} ,  1 _< i _< n be fixed. Assume that (4.3)-(4.7) and (4.30)-(4.33) hold for each 
1 <_ i <_ n. Let  (4.34) be satisfied for c~ = c~e, g = 1, 2 , . . . , k ,  and (4.35) be satisfied for 
fl = fie, g = 1, 2 . . . .  , m. Then, the conclusions (a)-(d) of Theorem 4.7 hoM. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that  of Theorem 4.7, while we use Theorem 4.3 instead of 
Theorem 4.1. | 
Ore" next result makes use of Leggett and Wi l l iams'  f ixed-point heorem (Theorem 2.5). 
THEOREM 4.9. Let 1 <_ p <_ oc, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, co be a posit ive integer and 
0~ C {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n be fixed. Assume that (4.3)-(4.7) and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n. 
Moreover, suppose 
there exists some j c {1, 2 , . . . ,n}  such that  K2,j = rain E 9J(k' e)b,(e) > 0; (4.51) 
k~Z[°'M geg 
for the same j as in (4.51), there exists r > 0 with r < ¢(r,  r , . . . ,  r )K2, j ,  
where ¢ :  ([0, oc)~) ~ --, [0, co) is continuous, 
¢(~1,~2,..-,~,~) I~Jl is nonincreasing in the sense that  for each 1 _< rn _< n, (4.52) 
i f0  < I~ l  < Iv~l ___r, then ¢(u l ,u2 , . . . ,un)  > ¢(v l ,v2 , . . . , v ,  0 
I~Jl  - Iv j l  ' 
and bj(k)O(u) <_ O j f j (k ,u )  for all k E Z and all u ~ K 
and 
there exists R (# r) with R > max G:(R, R , . . .  
l< i<n 
where tQ~ = max ~~gi(k ,g)b i (g) .  
' ke Z [o,,.,.,] gcz 
R)Kl,i, 
(4.53) 
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Then, (1.2) has at least a constan>sign solution u C (A~(Z)) ~ with 
rain{r, R} _< [u[. _< max{r, R} and I~1~ ¢ R. (4.54) 
PaOOF. Let B = ((A~(Z))N I" I~) and 
C = {u c B l for each 1 < i < n, Oiui(k) >_ O, for k E Z[0, co]} 
= {u c B [for each 1 < i < n, O~u~(k) > O, for k E Z}. 
Also, let u0 -- (01,02,. . . ,  0,~). Then, 
C(uo) = {u E C I there exists A > 0 with u(k) - ),u0 C C, for k C Z[0, w]} 
= {u ~ C I for each 1 _< i _< n, O~u~(k) _> ~ > 0, for k c Z[0,co]}. 
As seen in the proof of Theorem 4.1, conditions (4.3)-(4.7) guarantee that S : C ~ C is continuous 
and completely continuous. To apply Theorem 2.5, we shall first show that 
IS~l~ _< I~1~, for u c cqcR. 
Let u E 06'R. Then, >1~ R. Using (4.32), we find, for k C Z[0, co] and 1 < i < n, 
I Siu(k)l = Oi&u(k) <_ ~ gi(k, g)bi(g)~i (u(g)) 
gEZ 
< ~i (lulL, 1~21~,..., i~,,~l~)~g~(k,e)b,(e) 
~EZ 
_< V)~ (R, /~, . . . ,  R) KI,~. 
This yields, together with (4.53), 
l< i<n 
and hence, (4.55) is proved. 
Next, we shall verify that 
Su ~ u, i .e . ,u -Sue_C,  
Let u c O0r N C(uo). Then, 
I~1~ =~ and 
For k E Z[0,w I and some j C 
and (4.58), we get 
max V'~ (R,_<. . . ,  R) KI,~ < R = >1~, 
l< i<n 
for u ~ OCt n C(uo). 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
r > Oiu~(k) >0, k E Z[O, co], l< i<n.  (4.58) 
{1, 2, . . .  ,n} (the same j as in condition (4.51)), using (4.52) 
ojsj~(k) > ~ gj(k, e)bj(e)¢(~(e)) 
gEZ 
= ~-~gj(k,e)bh(e ) ¢(~(g)) O¢~j(Z) (4.59) 
gEE 
_> ¢(r , r , . . .  , r )y~gj(k,e)bj (e)0 j~j(e) .  
r 
fEZ 
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Let ko,j ~ Z[0, co] be such that 
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rain 0j~j(k) = oj~j(k0,j) > 0. 
Then, it follows from the previous inequality and (4.52) that for k C Z[0,co], 
ojs~(~) > ~(r'"""'r)0j~j(ko,j)Zgj(k,e)bj(e) 
r 
~cz 
Thus, in part icular we have OjSju(ko, j)  > Ojuj(ko,j),  and so (4.57) is proved. 
It now follows from Theorem 2.5 that system (1.2) has a constant-sign solution u C (A~(25)) n
with 
min{r, R} _< lul~o <_ max{r, R}. 
Note that I~1~ ¢ R. In fact, if luL = R, then from (4.56), we have 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. | 
REMARK 4.2. If the inequality in condition (4.53) is changed to 
R >_ max ~i(R ,R , . . . ,R )K I ,~ ,  
l<_i<_n 
then conclusion (4.54) is correspondingly changed to 
min{T, R} _< I~1~ -< max{,-, R}. 
A repeated application of Theorem 4.9 yields the existence of multiple solutions as follows. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let  1 < p < oo, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, co be a posit ive integer and 
0{ C {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n be fixed. Assume that (4.3)-(4.7) and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n, 
and (4.5i) holds. Let  (4.52) be satisfied for r = re, g = 1, 2 , . . . , /c ,  and (4.53) be satisfied for 
R=Re,  g = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  
(a) / [m = k + 1 and 0 < R1 < r l  < -. .  < Rk < rk < Bk+l, then (1.2) has (at least) 2k 
constant-sign solutions ul ,  . . . , u 2k c (A~,(Z)) ~', such that 
0 < R1 < lullco ~ f l  ~ 1%21c0 < R2 < ' ' '  ~ /'k ~ luNklco < /~k+l. 
(b) I fm = k and 0 < R~ < r~ < -. .  < Rk < rk, then (1.2) has (at least) 2k - 1 constant-sign 
solutions ul ,  . . . , u 2k-1 E (A~(Z)) ", such that 
0 < R~ < I~ l~ _ ~ <_ l~2l~ < R2 < . . .  < Rk < l~2k-~l~ _< ~.  
(c) /f/c = m + 1 and 0 < r I < R 1 "Q " ' "  < r m < Rrn < Tr~z4-1, then (1.2) has (at 1east) 2m 
constant-sign soIutions u~, . . . ,  u 2~'~ C (A~(E)) ~', such that 
0 < r~ _< I~ll~ < R,  < 1,~21~ _< r= _< ...  < R,~ < l~2ml~ _< Tin+ 1. 
(d) / [  k = m and 0 < r l  < R1 < . . .  < rk < Rk, then (1.2) has (at least) 2k - 1 constant-sign 
solutions ul ,  . . . , u 2k-1 E (A~(Z))",  such that 
0 < ~1 _< I~11~ < R1 < 1~21~ < ~'2 < . . .  < ,'k _< 1~2k-~l~ < Rk. 
Our next result discusses the case when (4.51) may not hold. 
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THEOREM 4.11. Let  1 <_ p <_ 0% q be such that 1/p + 1/q -- 1, co be a posit ive integer and 
0~ E {1, -1},  1 < i < n be fixed. Assume that (4.3)-(4.7) and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n, 
and (4.53) holds. Moreover, suppose 
for some j c {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, there exists a discrete interval Z[a, b] C_ Z[0, w] with 
" (4 .60)  
rain ~o~(k ,e )b , (e )  > o 
k6Z[a,b] g=a 
and 
for the same j as in (4.60), there exists r > 0 with 
b 
~- < ~(~,,-,...,~-) rain ~g j (k ,e>j (e ) ,  
k@Z[a,b] t=a 
whore ¢: ([0, o~)i) ~ ~ [0, ~)  is continuous, 
¢(Ul, u2, . . . ,  u,~) is 'nonincreasing' in the sense that for each 1 <__ m _< n, 
i f0< I~ml < I~ml <~, then ¢(~ '~" ' "~ '~)  > ¢(~1,~, . . . ,~, )  
- - 1~51 - I~ j l  ' 
and bj(k)¢(~) < Ojfj(k,~), for an k e Z and all ~ ~ K. 
Then, (1.2) has at least a constant-sign solution u G (A,,(Z)) '~ with 
(4.61) 
min{r, R} _< lu[~ <_ max{r, R} and lul,~ ¢ R. 
PROOF. Let B, C, and u0 be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.9. Then, the same arguments 
give (4.55). To show (4.57), using (4.61) and a similar technique as in the proof of Theorem 4.9, 
we obtain (4.59) for k E Z[0,w] and some j E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  (the same j as in (4.60)). Let 
kl,j E Z[a, b] be such that 
min Ojuj(k)  = Oju j (k l , j )  > O. 
kEZ[a,b] 
Then, it follows from (4.59), (4.60), and (4.61) that for k C Z[a, b], 
b 
ojsj~(k) >_ ¢<' ~" '  ") ~ gj(~, e)bj(e)oj,~j(e) 
b 
> ¢( r ' r " ' " r )o ju j (k l j )  min Eg j (k ,g )b j (g )>Oyu j (k l j ) .  
- 7" ' kcz[~,b] 
~:cl, 
Thus, in particular we have 0~Sj~(k~,j) > 0j~j(k~,j), and so (4.57) is proved. 
The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 4.9. | 
REMARK 4.3. Remark 4.2 also holds for Theorem 4.11. 
Applying Theorem 4.11 repeatedly ields the existence of multiple solutions as follows. 
TttEOREM 4.12. Let  1 < p < oo, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1, co be a posit ive integer and 
0i E {1, -1},  1 < i < n be ~xed. Assume that  (4.3)-(4.7) and (4.32) hoid for each 1 < i < n, 
and (4.60) holds. Let  (4.61) be satisfied for r = re, f - 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and (4.53) be satisfied for 
R -- Re, g = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Then, the concIusions (a)-(d) of  Theorem 4.10 hold. 
REMARK 4.4. Similar to Remark 4.1, in Theorems 4.2 4.12 we can replace conditions (4.3), 
(4.5), and (4.6) with (4.26) (4.29). 
For the remainder of this section, we shall establish the existence of a constant-sign solution u E 
(AP(Z))'L Indeed, we shall present he 'analogues' of Theorems 4.1-4.12 as Theorems 4.13-4.24. 
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THEOREM 4.13. Let 1 <_ p <_ 0% q be such that 1 /p+ l /q  = 1 and 0~ • {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n be 
~xed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), and (4.6) (4.9) hold for each 1 < i < n. In addition, let 
the following hoid for each 1 < i < n, 
K;,i = inf E bi(g)9i(k, f )>  o; (4.62) 
kGZ 
gEE 
K5, i  
there exists 0 < ]hfi < 1 with Mi <_ p ~ ¢i(M0), 
where K4i  = sup}-~9~(k,e)b~(e) and M0 = min Mj (0, 1). 
' 1<3<n 
kEZ ~EZ -- -- 
Moreover, suppose 
(4.63) 
there exists a > 0 with max Cj (c~, a , . . . ,  a ) / (4  j < c~ 
l_<j_<n 
(4.64) 
and 
there exist/3 > 0, /3 # a, so that, for each z E {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
there exists j~ E {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} such that, for any u c [0, co) n, we have 
¢j , (u)  >_aj .... (u,~), for each l _< m_< n, (4.65) 
where aj .... : [0, oc) -~ [0, ec) is continuous, aj,,~(x) > 0 if x > 0, and 
/3 < pa3,z(Mo/3) Ka,j~. 
Then, (1.2) has a t /east  one constant-sign solution u E (AP(Z))  '~ satisfying 
(a) 0 < a < lu]o </3 and Oiui(k) > ~Iia, for all k • Z and some i C {1,2 , . . . ,n} ,  i ra  </3; 
(b) 0 </3 < lu[0 < c~ and Oiui(k) > Mi/3, for a11 k • g and some i • {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  if/3 < a. 
PaOOF. The arguments used here are similar to that  of Theorem 4.1, with B = ((AP(Z))L I 10), 
gt~ = {u • B I lul0 < a}, f~  = {u • B I lul0 </3} and 
C = {u E B I for each 1 < i < n, Oiu~(k) >_ O, for k E Z, and O~u~(k) >_ M~b~L, for k E Z} 
where M~ is defined in (4.63). From the proof of Lemma 3.2, we note that IIg~ll~ ~ Am(Z), 
1 < i < n and since ahnost periodic functions are bounded, we have supkEz IIg~llq < oo, 1 < i < n. 
It follows from previous arguments that S : B + B is continuous and completely continuous. 
Applying essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.1 (except that here, we take k C Z 
instead of k E Z[0, w]), we can show that S :  C -~ C, 
IS~10 < hi0, for u E C A &fi~, and IS~10 > hi0, for ~ ~ C n O~.  
Now we apply Theorem 2.3 and a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to get the 
conclusions. | 
As seen from the proof of Theorem 4.13, to establish the existence in (AP(Z))  n, essentially we 
employ similar technique to those used to obtain existence in (A~(Z))Tt As such, we shall state 
subsequent theorems without proof. 
THEOREM 4.14. Let 1 < p << oc, q be such that 1 /p+ l /q  = 1 and Oi E {1, -1} ,  1 < i < n be 
fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6) (4.9), (4.62), and (4.63) hold for each 1 < i < n. 
Let (4.64) be satisfied for a = a~, g = 1, 2 , . . . , k ,  and (4.65) be satisfied for /3 = /3e, ~ = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Then, the Conclusions (a) (d) of Theorem 4.2 hold with ((A~(Z)) ~, [. [~) replaced 
by ((aP(z)) n, I. b). 
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THEOREM 4.15. Let 1 <_ p <_ o% q be such that 1 /p+ 1/q = 1 and 0i • {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n be 
fixed. Assume the following hold, for each 1 < i < n, 
there exists 0 < M:~ < 1, H~ • lq(z), and a discrete interval  Z[a, b] C Z with 
gi(k,e) >_ M~H,(g), for k E Z[a,b] and g E Z; 
(4.66) 
gi(k,g) <_ Hi(g), for k,g • Z. (4.67) 
In addition, let (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6), (4.7), (4.32), and (4.33) hold, for each 1 < i < n. 
Moreover, suppose 
there  ex is ts  c~ > 0 w i th  max ~/)j (o~, o~, . . . o~) / (4 , j  < o~, 
l< j<n 
where K4,j = sup E gj (k, e)bj (g) 
kcZ gEZ 
(4.68) 
and 
there exist /3 > O, fl ~ a,  so that  for each z E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  
there exists jz ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} such that  for any u C [0, oo) '~, we have 
~j .  (u) > aj~,~(u,~) for each 1 < m < n, 
where aj.,~: [0, oo) --+ [0, oo) is continuous, aj.m(x) > 0 if x > O, and (4.69) 
< ai.~(Mofi) K6j~, 
b 
where K6 j = sup E 9j~ (k, g)~-j~ (e) and Mo = rain Mr/ : (O, 1). 
' ~ l< i<n kEZ ~=a 
Then, (1.2) has at least one constant-sign solution u E (AP(Z) )  '~ satisfying 
(a) 0 < ~ < I~10 < ~ and 0,~(k)  > M,~, for all k • Z[~, b] and some i C {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, if 
a<~;  
(b) 0 < fl < lul0 < c~ and Oiui(k) > M~,  for all k • Z[a,b] and some i E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  i f  
THEOREM 4.16. Let 1 <_ p <_ 0% q be such that  1/p+l /q  = 1 and 0~ • {1 , -1} ,  1 < i < n 
be fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6), (4.7), (4.66), (4.67), (4.32), and (4.33) hold for 
each 1 < i < n. Let (4.68) be satisfied for c~ = c~e, g = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and (4.69) be satisfied for 
/3 =/3e, g = 1, 2 , . . . ,  rn. Then, the conclusions (a)-(d) of Theorem 4.2 hold with (fAro(Z)) '~, 1.1~) 
replaced by ( (aP(Z)y  ~, ]. ]0). 
THEOREM 4.17. Let 1 <_ p <_ oc and q be such that 1 /p+ 1/q = 1. Assume that (4.3), (3.27), 
and (4.6) hold, for each 1 < i < n. Suppose there exists a constant e, independent of ;~, such that 
lulo ¢ c, 
for any solution u E (AP(Z) )  ~ of the system, 
~,,(k) = ;~X~gi(k,e)f i(e,~(e)),  k c z,  1 < i < ~, 
,CEZ 
where A E (0, 1). Then, (1.2) has at least one solution u E (AP(Z) )  n with [u[o < c. 
THEOREM 4.18. Let 1 < p < 0% q be sud~ that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and 0i E {1, -1} ,  1 < i < n be 
fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n, and (4.68) 
holds. Then, (1.2) has at least one constant-sign solution u E (AP(Z) )  ~ with [ulo < c~. 
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THEOREM 4.19. Let 1 <_ p <_ 0% q be sueh that 1 /p+ l /q  = 1 and O~ C {1,-1},  1 < i < n be 
fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6) (4.9), (4.62), and (4.63) hold for each 1 < i < n. 
Let (4.64) be satisfied for a = cxe, g = 1, 2 , . . . , k ,  and (4.65) be satisfied for 13 = fie, ~ - 
1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Then, the conclusions (@-(d) of Theorem 4.7 hold with ((A~(Z)) ~, I. b)  replaced by 
((AP(Z)) ~, l Io). 
THEOREM 4.20. Let 1 < p < oo, q be such that 1/p q- 1/q = 1 and O~ E {1, -1},  1 < i < n 
be fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6), (4.7), (4.66), (4.67), (4.32), and (4.33) hold for 
each 1 < i < n. Let (4.68) be satisfied for a = Cte, g = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and (4.69) be satisfied for 
/3 =/9e, g = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m. Then, the Conclusions (a)-(d) of Theorem 4.7 hold with ( ( A~ (Z)) ", I' I~) 
replaced by ((AP(Z)) ~, l" Io). 
THEOREM 4.21. Let 1 < p <_ oo, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and O{ E {1, -1},  t < i < n be 
fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n. Moreover, 
suppose 
there exists some j E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  such that / ( s j  = inf Eg j (k ,e )b j (e )  > 0; 
' kEZ  
~6Z 
(4 .70)  
and 
for the same j as in (4.70), there exists r > 0 with r < ¢(r, r , . . . ,  r )Ksd,  
where 0 :  ([0, oc)i) ~ --+ [0, oc) is continuous, 
¢ (u l ,u2 , . . .  ,un) is 'nonincreasing' in the sense that for each 1 < m < n, 
bJl 
i f0 < b~l  < I~-~[ < ~, then ¢(u l ,u2 , . . . ,u~)  > ¢(v l ,v2 , . . . , v~)  
- - b j l  - bs I  ' 
and bj(k)¢(u) <_ Ojf j (k,u) ,  for all k E Z and all u E K 
there exists R (5¢ 7") with R > max ¢i(R,  R , . . . ,  R)K4#, 
l< i<n 
where K4# = sup E gi(k, e)b{(e). 
kCZ tEE 
Then, (1.2) has at least a constant-sign solution u 6 (AP(Z)) ~ with 
(4.71) 
(4.72) 
rain{T, R} ~ Me ~ m~x{<, R} and hie ¢ R. (4 .73)  
REMARK 4.5. If the inequality in condition (4.72) is changed to 
R _> max ~i(R,R,... ,R)K4#, 
l<i<_n 
then the conclusion (4.73) is correspondingly changed to 
rain{T, R} ~ hie ~ max{r, ~}. 
THEOREM 4.22. Let 1 <_ p <_ oo, q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and 0i C {1, -1},  1 < i < n 
be fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n, 
and (4.70) holds. Let (4.71) be satisfied for r = re, £ = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and (4.72) be satisfied for 
R = Re, g = 1, 2, . . . ,  m. Then, the conclusions (a)-(d) of Theorem 4.10 hold with ((A~ (Z)) '~, ]. [~) 
replaced by ((AP(Z))< L' Io). 
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THEOREM 4.23. Let 1 <_ p <_ 0% q be such that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and 0i C {1, -1},  1 < i < n be 
fixed. Assume that (4.3), (4.4), (3.27), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.32) hold for each 1 < i < n, and (4.72) 
holds. Moreover, suppose 
for some j E {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, there exists a discrete interval Z[a, b] c_ Z with 
(4.74) 
in in Eg j (k ,g )b j (g )  > 0 
kCZ[a,b] e=a 
and 
for the same j as in (4.74), there exists r > 0 with 
b 
r < ¢( r , r , . . . , r )  min 
kCZ[a,b] ~:a 
where 5 :  ([0, ~c)~) n ~ [0, ec) is cont inuous,  
¢(ul, u2, . . . ,  u~) is 'nonincreasing' in the sense that for each 1 < m < n, 
i f0< [u,~] _< [v,~[ < r, then ¢(Ul ,U2,. . . ,Un) > ¢(Vz,V2,. . . ,Vn) 
I Jl I - J l  ' 
and bj(k)¢(u) _< Ojf j (k,u) ,  for all k • Z and all u • K. 
Then, (1.2) has at least a constant-sign solution u E (AP(Z)) n with 
(4.75) 
rain{r,  R} _< lul0 _< max{r ,  R} and  lulo 7A R. 
THEOREM 4.24.  Let  1 < p < oo, q be such that  1 /p  + 1/q = 1 and Oi E {1, -1} ,  1 < i < n 
be fixed. Assume that (43), (44), (327), (46), (47), and (4.32) hold, for each 1 < i < n, 
and (4.74) holds. Let (4.75) be satisfied for r = r~, t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and (4.72) be satisfied for 
R -  Re, ~ = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Then, Conclusions (a)-(d) of Theorem 4.10 hold with ((A~(Z)) n, I" I~) 
replaced by ((AP(Z)) ~, ]. ]0). 
REMARK 4.6. S imi lar  to Remark  4.1, in Theorems 4.13-4.24, we can replace condi t ions  (4.3), 
(3.27), and (4.6) with (4.26)--(4.29). 
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